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Goal Of Our Project

So our main goal was basically
helping these kids for a better
educational life

• Enrich these
poor/orpahns with
wider choices for
education
• Where we added
carpets to their
classrooms and
library in addition
to new wallpaper
• Planting Trees

In Short Essay
• Our main point was to try and reestablish the school step by step
where we started first by
participating in exhibitions to collect
money to work on our project without
any support so although we
collected a few money but we did a
lot where we planted trees , rebuilt
classrooms from paint and carpet
not to forget the clothes that were
distrubited to each child

Background of Ghor Al Safi

Ghor Al Safi is known for being the poorest area in
Jordan with very low education faculties .
And as for the school it is a school for poor orphans
Within the age of 5-11 where they are facing problems
With having no carpet to sit on in addition to the dark
Wallpaper colors that we re-painted brighter

Issue

So we tried to fix this educational issue as much as we can
and will be helping these kids in need each year and never
forgetting them , Ghor Al Safi needs support from people to
help these kids that have many few faculties if not none so
we are solving one of the major problems they are facing

So as i mentioned above we bought
carpet and paint by our own work
and money
In addition to the trees
Clothes for the kids
More books and stationary for the
library

Importance of our project

Do
 Enrich these kids with a higher
educational level
 Having a safe classroom for those
children
 Trees around the school for making a
more environmental look .

Future

In the future we will continue the
project with adding plasma tvs
which are similiar to smart
boards but with a DVD that has
educational CD’s to try and give
also a higher level of education
for these Poor people in Jordan

